DIVISION MEMORANDUM
NO. 452, s.2016

SEARCH FOR GAWAD PARANGAL NI AMBASSADOR ANTONIO CABANGON-CHUA

To: Public Schools District Supervisors
    Education Program Supervisors
    Public Elementary School Heads
    Public Secondary School Heads

1. Attached are copies of the Unnumbered Regional Memorandum dated August 15, 2016 from Atty. Alberto T. Escobarte, CESO IV, Regional Director and the letter signed by Jonathan G. Paug, the Vice President for Operations of Marylindbert announcing the “Search for Gawad Parangal ni Ambassador Antonio Cabangon-Chua”.

2. The Gintong Parangal ni Ambassador Antonio Cabangon-Chua is given to the educators of the Department of Education to honor their exemplary deeds and propagation of the values of hard work and discipline.

3. This office encourages teachers, principals and supervisors to submit nominations for the Search for Gawad Parangal ni Ambassador Antonio Cabangon-Chua, who exemplifies hard work and discipline in their field of expertise and were good examples to their pupils, co-teachers and to the community.

4. Nominations may be sent to contest.marylindbertintl@gmail.com or via courier to Marylindbert International, 4th Floor Holy Angels Place, 9460 Baticulín Street, San Antonio Village, Makati City.

5. Other information is contained in the enclosure.

6. Immediate and wide dissemination of this Memorandum is desired.

DEE D. SILVA, DPA, CESO VI
Schools Division Superintendent
Memorandum

To: Schools Division Superintendents

From: ATTY. ALBERTO T. ESCOBARTE, CESO IV
Regional Director

Subject: Search For Gawad Parangal ni Ambassador Antonio Cabangon-Chua

Date: August 15, 2016

Attached is a letter signed by the Vice President for Operations, Jonathan G. Pauig of Marylindbert International which announces the Search for Gawad Parangal ni Ambassador Antonio Cabangon-Chua.

The said Search is in partnership with Fortune Life, Department of Education and the Marylindbert International to give honor/recognition to the awardees (teachers, principals and supervisors) who exemplifies hard work and discipline in their field of expertise and were good examples to their pupils, co-teachers and to the community.

Interested participants shall send their softcopy of documents to contest.marylindbertintl@marylindbertintl.com or submit through via courier to Marylindbert Intl., 4th Flr. Holy Angels Place, 9460 Bicutan St., San Antonio Village, Makati City with an endorsement letter from this office until September 28, 2016.

Be guided accordingly.
August 8, 2016

Dr. Alberto T. Escobarte  
Regional Director  
Department of Education  
Region XI

Dear Dr. Escobarte,

Greetings!

The Value of Hard Work and Discipline Comprehensive School Program is on its 6th year of implementation in the schools this school year 2016-2017. The advocacy program is on the enhancement of elementary student’s knowledge on values and discipline, reinforce their awareness on savings resulting to total well-being of the mind, body and heart and to life coach their teachers. The program has already expanded nationwide advocating the above to more pupils and teachers. The program is in partnership with Fortune Life, Department of Education and Marylindbert International.

On its 6th year of implementation, the program will again award 5 DepEd officials (teachers, principals and supervisors) who exemplifies hard work and discipline in their field of expertise and were good examples to their pupils, co-teachers and to the community (attached is the criteria for the search of awardees). The winners of the above will again be awarded during the Gintong Parangal Para sa Edukasyon Award night to be held in Bulwagan ng Karunungan, Department of Education Central Office, Meralco Ave., Pasig City this coming October 12, 2016.

In line with the above, we would like to request the kindness and support of your office again to help us disseminate the above in all the schools in your region via a memorandum or advisory.

We thank you in advance for your usual kind support and cooperation.

Very truly yours,

Jonathan G. Pang
Vice President for Operations
Gintong Parangal ni Ambassador Antonio Cabangon-Chua

The Gintong Parangal ni Amb. Antonio Cabangon-Chua Award is given to the educators of the Department of Education to honor their exemplary deeds and propagation of the values of Hardwork and Discipline.

Teachers, Principals, Supervisors, Superintendents and DepEd Directors can nominate their candidates for the search of the 5 Awardees of the Gawad Parangal Ni Amb. Antonio Cabangon-Chua starting August 1, 2016 to September 30, 2016. Winners will be awarded on October 12, 2016 in Bulwagan ng Karunungan, Department of Education Central Office, Mercedes Avenue, Pasig City.

Nominees must be a TEACHER, a PRINCIPAL or a SUPERVISOR who manifested profound COMMITMENT to the DEVELOPMENT of the values of HARDWORK and DISCIPLINE of the YOUTH, exemplified HARDWORK, DISCIPLINE and DEDICATION to their WORK, EFFECTIVE EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP and EXCELLENCE in the TEACHING PROFESSION as campaigned by the "Values of Hardwork and Discipline" Advocacy of Fortune Life Inc., Marylindbert International in partnership with the Department of the Education.

Nominees’ background relative to the above criteria must be done in PowerPoint Presentation format. It should include:

- A composition (not more than 1,500 words) to show how the nominee’s exemplified hardwork and discipline served as role models to their students and has inspired them to follow a path to champion hardwork and discipline.

- A composition (not more than 1,000 words) written by one of the students/pupils of the nominee on the theme: “Hard Work and Discipline – How I have learned from My Teacher and Have Applied to My Daily Life”

- Pictures/Videos showing the nominee practicing, advocating or teaching hardwork and discipline to his students, family, peers and the community he belongs

- Nominations may be sent to contest.marylindbertinti@marylindbertinti.com/contest.marylindbertinti@gmail.com or via courier to MaryLindbert Inc., 4th Flr. Holy Angels Place, 9460 Baticulon St., San Antonio Village, Makati City. For more details, please call telephone numbers (632) 899-1943/44

Eligibility/General Qualifications:

1. Must be a Filipino citizen
2. A permanent employee of the Department of Education as a teacher, principal, Supervisor or an educator in the formal and non-formal basic education Alternative Learning System of the department
3. Actively teaching/working in the Philippines for the last 5 years
4. With valid PRC license.
5. With average teaching performance/work performance rating of "very satisfactory" in the last 3 years.
6. Have at least a Bachelor's degree.

There will be 10 finalists to be chosen from the pool of nominees. A panel of judges from MaryLindbert Int'l and the Department of Education will conduct an actual evaluation of the finalists. Visits in the schools and community of the finalists and interviews with the pupils/students of the finalists will be conducted to choose the 5 Gintong Parangal Ni Ambassador Antonio Cabangon-Chua.

It's time for you to BE RECOGNIZED and AWARDED!
JOIN THE SEARCH NOW!